A hydrogen rail (hydrail) powertrain is conceptualized in this study, using drive cycles collected from the trains currently working on the Union Pearson Express (UPE) railroad. The powertrain consists of three preliminary different subsystems: fuel cell, battery, and hydrogen storage systems. A backward design approach is proposed to calculate the time-variable power demand based on a "route simulation data" method. The powertrain components are then conceptually sized according to the calculated duty cycle. The results of this study show that 275 kg of hydrogen is sufficient to satisfy the daily power and energy demand of a hydrogen locomotive with drive cycles similar to the ones currently working on the UPE rail route.
Introduction
The transportation sector accounts for a significant portion of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions [1, 2] . In 2016 in Canada, 28.3% of the total CO 2 emissions were due to the transportation and energy sector [3] . Ontario, one of the highest CO 2 -emitting provinces in Canada, has been able to reduce its GHG emissions in the electricity sector through replacing coal power plants with renewable power generation technologies. However, the transportation sector has remained a major contributor to GHG emissions in the province [4] .
Promoting green public transport is an important step in moving towards sustainability and reducing GHG emissions [5] . In this context, rail transportation development in Ontario is a key issue for both provincial and federal governments of Canada. GO Transit System (GTS), a regional public transit system serving the Greater Golden Horseshoe region of Ontario, has seven rail lines in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA) with diverse transit schedules. Diesel multiple units (DMUs) operating in these lines are the main rail public transportation technologies in Ontario with 60,000 daily ridership. The Union Pearson Express (UPE) line placed on the Kitchener GO rail route also has several common segments with the Lakeshore GO line [6] .
A major challenge for rail electrification in an urban area like the GTA is the electricity consumption of the transportation system and the consequent grid stability issues [6] . Contrary to electricity, hydrogen transportation systems will not impose excessive loads to the grid because the hydrogen can be produced at times of surplus power and stored for later use, to meet heat and electricity demands An analysis by Marin focused on evaluating the impact of hydrogen and electricity supply on the cost and GHG emissions of a case study of GO transit along the Lakeshore corridor in Toronto, and this revealed that using scaled-up fuel cells within the existing Bombardier ALP-46A locomotives was reasonable [15] . Furthermore, multiple studies have investigated different design and operation aspects of hydrogen rail systems. For instance, Li developed a tramway powertrain system, which consisted of a proton-exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC), a battery and a supercapacitor that evaluates the responses of the designed energy management system [16] . The designed energy management system was able to guarantee safe operating conditions and also increased the lifetime of each power source, thereby achieving better overall system energy efficiency. Peng proposed an experimental powertrain prototype for a locomotive and used PEMFC as the prime energy source [17] . The operation of the designed locomotive was tested on a test line in Sichuan, China. Yamamoto tested a hybrid fuel cell/battery system for a railway vehicle, which was supposed to be an equivalent to current system used in Japan [18] . The authors found an efficiency of 65% for their proposed system. Hsiao developed a PEMFC used in a mini-train [14] . The developed system included both hydrogen storage and lead-acid battery systems, and was tested in Taiwan. The test results showed the capability of battery/fuel cell hybrid system was feasible to be implemented in Taiwan weather conditions and supplied stable power. A model of a locomotive with PEMFC/battery hybrid energy system were developed in 2018 [19] . In this study, to size the components, the authors used a diesel locomotive class WDM-7 which is used by the Indian Railways as the baseline [20] .
The first prototype of a large-scale hydrogen fuel cell locomotive was developed in a North American consortium. In the implementation procedure of the 130 ton shunt locomotive, 300 kW of Nuclear 63% Hydro 26% Gas/Oil 4%
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An analysis by Marin focused on evaluating the impact of hydrogen and electricity supply on the cost and GHG emissions of a case study of GO transit along the Lakeshore corridor in Toronto, and this revealed that using scaled-up fuel cells within the existing Bombardier ALP-46A locomotives was reasonable [15] . Furthermore, multiple studies have investigated different design and operation aspects of hydrogen rail systems. For instance, Li developed a tramway powertrain system, which consisted of a proton-exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC), a battery and a supercapacitor that evaluates the responses of the designed energy management system [16] . The designed energy management system was able to guarantee safe operating conditions and also increased the lifetime of each power source, thereby achieving better overall system energy efficiency. Peng proposed an experimental powertrain prototype for a locomotive and used PEMFC as the prime energy source [17] . The operation of the designed locomotive was tested on a test line in Sichuan, China. Yamamoto tested a hybrid fuel cell/battery system for a railway vehicle, which was supposed to be an equivalent to current system used in Japan [18] . The authors found an efficiency of 65% for their proposed system. Hsiao developed a PEMFC used in a mini-train [19] . The developed system included both hydrogen storage and lead-acid battery systems, and was tested in Taiwan. The test results showed the capability of battery/fuel cell hybrid system was feasible to be implemented in Taiwan weather conditions and supplied stable power. A model of a locomotive with PEMFC/battery hybrid energy system were developed in 2018. In this study, to size the components, the authors used a diesel locomotive class WDM-7 which is used by the Indian Railways as the baseline [20] .
The first prototype of a large-scale hydrogen fuel cell locomotive was developed in a North American consortium. In the implementation procedure of the 130 ton shunt locomotive, 300 kW of the power demand was supplied by means of hydrogen fuel cells. The locomotive was fabricated between 2007 and 2009 [21] . A group of Spanish researchers investigated the potential of fuel cell powertrains World Electric Vehicle Journal 2019, 10, 32 3 of 14 for the railways of Spain between 2010 and 2013. They used three different power management scenarios in a hybrid tramway over the rail routes in Sevilla [22] . In another experimental study, an English research group developed numerical models and used a typical trip and train system as the benchmark [23] . Between the proposed configurations of the study, it turned out that the most optimal topology only needed a tank of 27 kg of hydrogen to complete each trip. However, these studies were not commercially concluded until 2016, when ALSTOM tested the first ever commercial fuel cell train system in Germany [24] .
Hydrogen powertrains may be considered as an ambition of future railway transportation, due to their suitability for urban, suburban, and military transportation needs. The development of such complex systems, however, needs interdisciplinary studies for each route. In that sense, this study aims at the conceptual design of different subsystems of a hydrogen powertrain for the UPE route. The reason for such a claim is the necessity to identify different aspects in the development of such a complex system. The aim of this study is to find the approximate sizes of compulsory components used in a hydrail powertrain system. These components consist of Li-ion battery packs and fuel cell stacks. The main goal of such an analysis is to characterize the daily hydrogen demand for the specific rail route.
The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows: In Section 2, a mechanical model is developed to evaluate the power demand of UPE route with respect to the particular drive cycle. It is assumed that the trains follow a unique drive cycle in each trip. Additionally, the technical specifications for current locomotives are analyzed, as our benchmark, to compare with the resultant duty cycle to evaluate the fidelity of the proposed platform. In Section 3, a hybridization scenario is implemented based on the calculations done in Section 2. The component sizing is done based on the demanded duty cycle in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to the conclusions of the study.
Benchmarking
Analyzing the demanded driving cycle is the first step in sizing a hybrid powertrain. Once the drive cycle is extracted, the fuel cell prime mover can be designed based on the demanded duty cycle and the desired topology. The current UPE's prime movers "Nippon Sharyo diesel multiple units (DMUs)" are used as a benchmark for our calculations. Table 1 shows the specifications of a self-propelled DMU train. The provided information corresponds to each DMU, whether the trainset is an A-car or C-car. An "A-car" configuration consists of two DMU cars and a C-car configuration consists of three DMU cars synchronized to operate together. 
Drive Cycle
Cyclic energy and power demand can be calculated using drive cycle. For our work, UPE drive cycle was extracted using the "Speed Tracker" mobile application with a one second data-sampling rate as shown in Figure 2 . This application uses the global positioning system (GPS) data to save the World Electric Vehicle Journal 2019, 10, 32 4 of 14 time-dependent velocity of the vehicle on its path. In UPE route, each trip takes 25.5 min and the train has 10 min of idling at the Union and Pearson stops. From the graph, it turns out that the maximum train speed on the route is 127 km/h, which corresponds to the train specification information [25] .
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Duty Cycle
The duty cycle shows the relationship between the power demand and time [26] . Once the duty cycle is obtained, parameters such as peak and average power demand, power transient response, and peak and average energy demand are calculated and used in sizing the powertrain [27] . Duty cycle calculation can be done based on two types of data: "time-at-notch" measurement data and "route simulation data" [26] . In the former method, an event recorder is the preliminary instrument that is used to monitor the train's power demand. Hence, the parameters of interest are estimated based on statistical analysis. The latter is only used when the drive cycle is highly repeatable and the simulation can be undertaken by means of analytical methods [23] . Since the UPE drive cycle does not change during different trips as based on our multiple data collection processes, we have used a simple theoretical model to calculate the demanded duty cycle based on the collected drive cycle.
To develop an applicable model which can represent the dynamic response of the powertrain based on the above mentioned drive cycle, we considered four basic sources of resistant forces: gravitational force, aerodynamic drag, rolling resistance, and transient force, described by the following equations:
Gravitational force :
Aerodynamic drag :
Transient force :
Rolling resistance :
In the above equations, g is the acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m/s 2 ), ρ is the air density (1.184 kg/m 3 ), C d is the drag coefficient (0.9388), A f is the frontal area with a value of 15.33 m 2 for the UPE trains [25] , v is the train velocity, and R 1 , and R 2 are the rolling resistances with values of 0.0019 and 0.000015, respectively.
To calculate the weight of the train, it was assumed that the passengers have an average weight of 65 kg (per person). A C-car configuration is modeled in this study. As a result, the train should be able to transfer 175 (3 × 58 + 1) passenger in each trip [28] . It is also assumed that each passenger carries a 5 kg load into the car. Hence, the total weight of a full train can be estimated as 236,779 kg. Moreover, Equation (5) 
In this equation, h and d represent the altitude and distance respectively and are both in meter. Figure 4 shows the normalized time variant grade for the UPE route.
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Total force :
To find the magnitude of torque applied on wheels at each time step, we used a single degree of freedom (1-DOF) dynamic model, Equation (7), with the proportional torque distribution factor of 0.5 as the only parameter to be considered for the longitudinal acceleration and velocity. The value of 0.5 is based on the assumption the wheel forces are evenly distributed. To simplify the calculations at this step, it is also assumed that the wheel is a solid and rigid cylinder with a radius of r w = 0.4572 meter, which corresponds to the current train's wheel dimension [25] .
Wheel tractive torque :
Here, J w is wheel inertia in kg m 2 and d f is proportional torque distribution factor. Once the wheel tractive torque is calculated, angular velocity and acceleration can be calculated using the demanded drive cycle. Since the positive direction of the axis is fixed to the direction of the train velocity, the positive direction for the angular velocity in the proposed backward modeling approach was assigned to be clockwise. Figure 5 shows the calculated power demand for trains working in the UPE route. It can be seen that the train motion has three different modes: acceleration, deceleration, and idling. The braking events were identified as the regions with negative acceleration slope. To estimate the corresponding braking power, for each two successive time instants within the braking region, the difference in power demand due to the grading resistance change was subtracted from the difference in total power demand. This wasted power can be partly recovered as regenerative braking where the battery is partially charged Figure 6 .
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Here, is wheel inertia in kg m 2 and is proportional torque distribution factor. Once the wheel tractive torque is calculated, angular velocity and acceleration can be calculated using the demanded drive cycle. Since the positive direction of the axis is fixed to the direction of the train velocity, the positive direction for the angular velocity in the proposed backward modeling approach was assigned to be clockwise. Figure 5 shows the calculated power demand for trains working in the UPE route. It can be seen that the train motion has three different modes: acceleration, deceleration, and idling. The braking events were identified as the regions with negative acceleration slope. To estimate the corresponding braking power, for each two successive time instants within the braking region, the difference in power demand due to the grading resistance change was subtracted from the difference in total power demand. This wasted power can be partly recovered as regenerative braking where the battery is partially charged Figure 6 . To analyze the route power demand, a histogram of the power demand during each journey is calculated and shown in Figure 7 . As can be seen, the most frequent part of the power demand occurs below the mean power of 283.3 kW and is shown in Figure 5 with a red line. In the next part of this study, we used the mean power as a design criteria value to conceptualize an appropriate topology for the mentioned drive cycle. This would be a good option since the value differs between different To analyze the route power demand, a histogram of the power demand during each journey is calculated and shown in Figure 7 . As can be seen, the most frequent part of the power demand occurs below the mean power of 283.3 kW and is shown in Figure 5 with a red line. In the next part of this study, we used the mean power as a design criteria value to conceptualize an appropriate topology for the mentioned drive cycle. This would be a good option since the value differs between different routes and can be used in conceptual design step for any individual route. To analyze the route power demand, a histogram of the power demand during each journey is calculated and shown in Figure 7 . As can be seen, the most frequent part of the power demand occurs below the mean power of 283.3 kW and is shown in Figure 5 with a red line. In the next part of this study, we used the mean power as a design criteria value to conceptualize an appropriate topology for the mentioned drive cycle. This would be a good option since the value differs between different routes and can be used in conceptual design step for any individual route. To use the estimated power demand for calculating the hydrogen fuel consumption, we compared our results with the Nippon Sharyo DMU specifications. The "2-B" prime mover has two trucks, and the wheel assemblies are installed on each of its three cars. The "2" truck is installed under the front of the unit and contains two idler axles in a row. Also, there is a "B" bogie located under the rear of each car which has two powered axles. According to the Table 2 , each bogie of the current locomotives is equipped with a QSK19-R prime mover. Based on the engine specification data, the output power of the engine is 567 kW. By comparing this value with the calculated power demand, 400 kW of peak power demand, in this paper, a safety factor of 1.4 is observed showing an acceptable deviation. To use the estimated power demand for calculating the hydrogen fuel consumption, we compared our results with the Nippon Sharyo DMU specifications. The "2-B" prime mover has two trucks, and the wheel assemblies are installed on each of its three cars. The "2" truck is installed under the front of the unit and contains two idler axles in a row. Also, there is a "B" bogie located under the rear of each car which has two powered axles. According to the Table 2 , each bogie of the current locomotives is equipped with a QSK19-R prime mover. Based on the engine specification data, the output power of the engine is 567 kW. By comparing this value with the calculated power demand, 400 kW of peak power demand, in this paper, a safety factor of 1.4 is observed showing an acceptable deviation. Figure 8 shows a schematic of the topology of interest in conceptualizing the powertrain based on the collected drive cycle. In the basic topology, the main power supply resource is the fuel cell.
Hybridization Scenario
The fuel cell should supply the energy demand in different phases. In this scenario, the fuel cell individually provides more than 50% of power demand, which is below the mean power demand (283.3 kW). This means that the power demand at each time step can be broken down into two portions. The first portion should be supplied by the primary resource, which is the fuel cell in this case, and the World Electric Vehicle Journal 2019, 10, 32 8 of 14 second proportion is supplied by the battery package. Although there are several power splitting strategies like frequency separation, this method would be sufficient for evaluating the sensitivity of the system. However, the amplitude of the first part should be below or equal to the time-varying average power demand, and the second proportion is the remaining part of the demand at the mentioned time step. The main goal in this step is to find the number of battery cells based on this scenario. To sustain a designing goal, it is critical to consider that the main bus standard voltage in a locomotive should be designed to be in the range of 600-850 VDC [26] . To design a battery pack that can supply the energy of the main bus, it is necessary to define the voltage of the bus as a design criterion. To decrease the demanded current with respect to the energy demand, the bus voltage was assumed to be 850 VDC. In the implementation of the topology, it was assumed that the train should complete the journey with a full battery pack. At this stage, preliminary sizing the battery package can help the designer. However, it is considered as a design criterion of our work, which means that the fuel cell should provide enough energy to completely maintain the energy level of battery for the duration of the trip, meaning that the battery package should become full of charge at the last steps of each trip. Based on this and using the hydrogen's Low Heating Value (LHV), we have calculated the hydrogen demand without considering the fuel cell dynamics. In addition, this key criterion will be a base for our future calculations in the development of a good energy management system for UPE trains. Figure 8 shows a schematic of the topology of interest in conceptualizing the powertrain based on the collected drive cycle. In the basic topology, the main power supply resource is the fuel cell. The fuel cell should supply the energy demand in different phases. In this scenario, the fuel cell individually provides more than 50% of power demand, which is below the mean power demand (283.3 kW). This means that the power demand at each time step can be broken down into two portions. The first portion should be supplied by the primary resource, which is the fuel cell in this case, and the second proportion is supplied by the battery package. Although there are several power splitting strategies like frequency separation, this method would be sufficient for evaluating the It was also assumed that the battery sizing solely depends on the main bus voltage. Since this voltage is 850 V, the total battery pack's current demand can be calculated by the Equation (8):
World
To design the battery pack, we analyzed the duty cycle to calculate the difference between time-varying average power demand and the peak power demand. In the proposed topology, it was assumed that batteries connected in series should provide the appropriate VDC level. The demanded transient current should also be provided by adding these serial battery branches in parallel. Hence, using a typical lithium ion battery [29] , the number of cells in series and parallel can be calculated based on the following.
Cells in Series, n series :
Strings in Parallel, n parallel : 
The calculation shows that if the portion of fuel cell contribution is subtracted from the battery portion-which is the difference of the maximum power demand and the mean power demand-the required battery pack should have 12 strings in parallel with each string, having 236 cells in series.
Fuel Cell Stack Calculation
In the conceptual design, we take the number of fuel cells as a design criterion. The criteria should be a goal in detailed design as well. This factor can automatically satisfy several other parameters like the minimum hydrogen consumption. In other words, to minimize the hydrogen consumption in each trip, an optimal number of fuel cells should be used in a powertrain depending on the control strategy. However, in this approach, fuel cells in collaboration with the battery packs must provide the powertrain with enough energy demand in all modes of motion. Although the fuel cell individually should supply the time-varying average power demand, as it is working in parallel with the battery pack, as the main energy source, it should be able to provide the necessary power demand to keep the battery pack full until the train is working in its high-frequency portion of its duty cycle. In order to benchmark the size of the fuel cell pack, Table 3 shows the specification of the fuel cell module choosing to be used in the powertrain. However, based on the calculations, 14 fuel cell stacks configured in one serial string can supply the mean power portion of the total power demand as well as the other energy-supplying phases. 
Hydrogen Fuel Calculation
To calculate the required hydrogen, the lower heating value (LHV) of hydrogen is used over the higher heating value (HHV). The LHV of the gaseous hydrogen is 119.96 MJ/kg [31] . Figure 9 shows the energy consumption of the train during a journey of one day based on the real world duty cycle. It is seen that the maximum value of energy consumption is around 121 kW for that particular duty cycle. In addition, the corresponding required timely hydrogen consumption was also calculated, and is presented in Figure 10 . To calculate the hydrogen consumption, it is suffice to multiply energy consumption with hydrogen LHV. Figure 11 shows the hydrogen consumption for one trip and, from the plot, it turns out that the train consumes 3.6 kg of hydrogen in each trip. According to a Metrolinx report [6] , the total number of trips per day is 154 for weekdays and 146 over the weekends. This translates to a total of 55,442 trips per year. This is equivalent to 0.2 tons of hydrogen consumption per year. 
To calculate the required hydrogen, the lower heating value (LHV) of hydrogen is used over the higher heating value (HHV). The LHV of the gaseous hydrogen is 119.96 MJ/kg [30] . Figure 9 shows the energy consumption of the train during a journey of one day based on the real world duty cycle. It is seen that the maximum value of energy consumption is around 121 kW for that particular duty cycle. In addition, the corresponding required timely hydrogen consumption was also calculated, and is presented in Figure 10 . To calculate the hydrogen consumption, it is suffice to multiply energy consumption with hydrogen LHV. Figure 11 shows the hydrogen consumption for one trip and, from the plot, it turns out that the train consumes 3.6 kg of hydrogen in each trip. According to a Metrolinx report [6] , the total number of trips per day is 154 for weekdays and 146 over the weekends. This translates to a total of 55,442 trips per year. This is equivalent to 0.2 tons of hydrogen consumption per year. 
Conclusions
In this study, a hybrid fuel cell powertrain was conceptually designed for use in Union Pearson drive cycle in Toronto, Ontario, Canada. The repeatable drive cycle of the Union Pearson Express trains was extracted and used in obtaining the time-dependent power demand profile, "duty cycle". To size the powertrain, four major subsystems were estimated as the primary components of interest, and the appropriate commercialized subsystems put forward in the calculations to investigate the feasibility of the implementing the topology of interest.
The calculations showed that a hydrogen/battery hybrid powertrain was able to generate an average power demand of 283.3 kW and peak power demand of 1335 kW, which was needed to meet the drive cycle of the trains and the route geometry requirement based on an empirical data extracted from the working trains. In the development of the powertrain topology, the fuel cell packs were designed to supply the time average power demand of about 283.3 kW. The main reason was that the highest percentage of power demand shows to be lower than this value. Another reason for such a scenario was that the batteries can respond faster than the fuel cells.
The fuel cell and battery pack were capable of satisfying the route energy demand. The battery packs were totally charged at the end of the route, and the regenerative braking portion was also considered in the route energy demand. Finally, the hydrogen demand for the proposed topology was estimated as 275 kg per day, and it turned out that the range of the powertrain, with this 
The fuel cell and battery pack were capable of satisfying the route energy demand. The battery packs were totally charged at the end of the route, and the regenerative braking portion was also considered in the route energy demand. Finally, the hydrogen demand for the proposed topology was estimated as 275 kg per day, and it turned out that the range of the powertrain, with this hydrogen volume, will be improved compared to the conventional Trier 4 diesel engines and their current fuel storage tanks. The developed model can be considered as a semi-empirical method, and the model can be used for similar trains working in a high accelerated drive cycles in GTA.
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